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Systems and Angles  
Last Hurrah for System Sellers 

 

I received one of those system sales letters in the mail the other day.  Typical Pie-in-the-Sky promises – 
huge percentage of winners – never lose again – no handicapping needed – just takes a few seconds – all 
for $35 - and on and on with the same outrageous lines (lies) they have been using for 40 years. 
 
What struck me when I opened this one was that it had been quite awhile since the last one, maybe a 
month or more.  Like most regular horseplayers I used to get these all the time, twice a week at least.  
Nowadays they arrive much less frequently and I get perhaps 10 a year between my home address and 
business box in Los Alamitos.   
 
As with all phony systems literature, this one offers only a PO Box for contact.  No phone number, no 
web site, no email address and no way to find them when you want your money back after realizing you 
were ripped off.  ‘Cashiers check or money order only’ of course, they don’t even take credit cards in an 
era of easy access for any (honest) businessperson to have that option. 
 
There have been dozens of variations in movies and print on the original play Death of a Salesman by 
Arthur Miller (1949).  In most accounts of the story we see lifelong sales hustler down on his luck and 
personal life in shambles.  Part of the issue is that they have not kept up with changing times and modern 
culture.  The old methods no longer work and they didn’t adapt and lost touch with reality.    
 
Such is the plight of the mail-order horse racing system salesmen.  They are nearing extinction and 
growing further disreputable with their shock style marketing that features large print and short loud 
sentences.  Remaining buyers of junk systems are typically older horseplayers – most have limited access 
to computers, the Internet or even intelligent print media.  This is not untypical of petty con artist 
behavior - stealing from the most vulnerable through deception and fraud.   
 
When was the last time you fell for one of these phony system mailers?  It has been at least 15 years for 
me.  Not likely they can get most of us to mail in that $35 anymore.  The saturation point for most buyers 
of worthless systems is about 4 or 5 tries and then we start shaking our heads and laughing when the mail 
arrives with more of them - right into the trash they go.    
 
Dick Mitchell, once the king of horse racing marketing, told me in 1995 that it cost him about $5,000 to 
$10,000 to write, print and mail one of his sales letters to 10,000 customers.  He had an excellent mailing 
list with repeat buyers and determined computer clients.  His expected response rate was about 1% with 
an average purchase price per item (software, tapes, books, seminars, etc) around $200-$500.  You can do 
the math and figure how Dick turned a dollar when he was at the top of the food chain in those days.  So 
how can a lowly system seller afford the costs and still make any money in 2002?   It has to be a gamble 
to stake the expense money and hope those cashier checks still keep coming in.  For most of these sellers, 
it just won’t happen and eventually the market will dry up - just as it did for 900-line phone touts.  
 
If the nature of modern horse betting will soon put an end to snake oil systems sellers, can on-line touts be 
far behind?  Most Internet horse racing retailers are selling selections, not data or software tools.  
Hundreds of flashy startups have already collapsed and the competition for the tout dollar is obviously 
intense.  A $25 whore selling his horse selections has essentially the same problem as the system 
salesman.  None of them has, nor ever will turn a profit in the long haul.  Short spurts of winning are not 
unusual for the Wizards, Mavens and Bandits to fuel more publicity and sales.  But in time the ROI for 
the best of them will drop into the red.  Can you name a tout that publishes his ‘best bets’ and ‘top 
selections’ ROI and win percentage for extended periods?   They would be cutting their own throat. 
 
Moral of the story 
Get over the notion that someone else has the answers.  The only successful horseplayers are those that 
work hard at gaining knowledge and insight on their own.  Use your spending money to purchase quality 
tools and information to help you toward that end.    
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The Business of Horseracing 
Sportsman’s and Fairplex are History? 

 

Racetracks continue to fall by the wayside.  Historic Garden State and Hialeah were two recent closures.  
Now Sportsman Park has probably run its last thoroughbred race.  Auto racing may still go on at 
Sportsman’s but the horse racing dates have been issued to Hawthorne for 2003.  It was a failed 
experiment to combine 4-legged and 4-wheeled racing on the same surface.   
 
As with Calder in Florida, it gets real boring when one track monopolizes most of the yearly racing dates.  
Hawthorne taking 7-8 months per year will turn the Chicago circuit into a long grind.  When tracks are 
over-utilized the attendance drop is considerable (not to mention the turf course turns hard and brown).  
During the long Santa Anita meet last winter I attended the races on a Thursday in January.  A walk 
through many areas of the cavernous grandstand left me completely alone.  Not even a worker or security 
guard to be found.  These were areas that in earlier times were vibrant with bettors and activity - now they 
are mostly quiet and empty at historic and picturesque Santa Anita.   
 
That didn’t stop Frank Stronach and Magna Corp (owners of Santa Anita) from trying to run more races 
there this year.  They made an offer to Fairplex to take the LA County Fair dates and run the races at 
Santa Anita instead.  The money was so lucrative that the Fairplex could not refuse and was willing to 
part with its traditional 18-day meet at the fairgrounds.  A storm of protest and a last minute ruling forced 
this year’s dates to be run as usual though.  Next year there will be a major fight over the FPX dates. 
 
Let’s step back and look at the situation in Southern California to get a feel for how this all came about.  
The Fairplex bullring (today a 5/8 mile track, but was once a ½ mile oval) has been part of the Southern 
California circuit since the 1930’s.  The Los Angeles County Fair is the largest in the world and the 
annual racing meet has been a perennial top gun in terms of handle in North America for decades, often 
ranking in the top-10 among all tracks.  Fairplex’s 3-week schedule is well appreciated by trainers, 
jockeys and horseplayers alike as a break in the action from the major circuit and the busy Del Mar 
meeting that precedes it.  Fairplex not only offers a welcome rest for the big time trainers and jockeys 
who tend to stay away, it provides a unique opportunity for small stables and less-talented riders to 
compete for major purse money. 
 
The Oak Tree meeting is held at Santa Anita after Fairplex closes in early October each year.  Oak Tree is 
not under the control of Frank Stronach and Magna.  Oak Tree holds a long-term lease with Santa Anita 
to run their 30-day meeting each fall.  This lease was kept intact when Stronach bought the racetrack.  I’m 
not sure how he felt about allowing a separate entity to rent his track with key dates every autumn – but it 
must have presented a thorn in the side when the deal was negotiated.  Oak Tree Racing Association has 
run the annual fall meeting at Santa Anita since the late 1970’s.  The tradition and esteem that Oak Tree 
holds with the thoroughbred community probably prevented any movement to oust them.  
 
So as it works out, Frank Stronach and Magna - owners of Santa Anita - one of the world’s great 
racetracks - are shut out of the lucrative Southern California racing market from late April until 
December.  They had to be scratching their heads about that!  Hollywood Park is owned by Churchill 
Downs and Del Mar is a non-profit organization that will not sell for any price (and Stronach would pay 
any price to acquire Del Mar or Saratoga).  So the only option was to lure Fairplex out of its dates to get 
some racing time at Santa Anita in non-winter months - even if that was a negative for Oak Tree on deck. 
 
California has wisely been steadfast in never allowing overlap in racing dates between the existing SoCal 
tracks.  But this was another option that Stronach explored with Santa Anita (and Gulfstream).  He feels 
its his right in a free market to operate his tracks whenever he wishes, even if it means revenue losses for 
the two plants if they compete head to head.  Survival of the fittest in every industry is the essence of 
capitalism and there are very few examples of businesses that are regulated so carefully as horse racing.  
It is hard to fault Stronach for desiring a stronger position with his racetracks.  The Canadian billionaire 
likes to shake things up – and that can be a positive thing for a sport that is usually stuck in its own mud. 
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News and Views 
From the Press Box at Keeneland 

 

Once again the resourceful TomCat has used his formidable connections to get himself a press box pass at 
the autumn Keeneland meeting.  He gets excited this time of year.  Nothing can match the ambiance of 
the bluegrass in October in Lexington.  This is thoroughbred country at its epicenter.  If you have never 
visited Keeneland or Lexington, make it is a must journey someday.  Tom will be happy to host any HTR 
members that come out his way.  A tour from his car of the world famous breeding farms is his specialty 
– future champions gently grazing in the bluegrass are a cherished memory.  Nice people too and nobody 
is embarrassed to talk openly about horse racing in Central Kentucky!  
 
Tom has written a brief preview of the Keeneland autumn meet below.  He will report more on our 
message board as the season progresses.  You’ll find some statistics I ran on Keeneland on page 9.    
 

Keeneland Fall 2002 by Tom Walters 
In a few days the fall Keeneland meet begins, and to many, this is their favorite race meeting of 
the year.  Only Saratoga can compete for more spectacular weather and the beauty of 
horseracing.  The long hot, dry hot spell seems to have been broken and the cooler fall season 
that horses and people relish is finally here.  Don’t be surprised to see horses suddenly pick up 
their interest in racing.  Horses that don’t do well in the hot training barns of the summer will 
start showing an interest in running that will surprise trainers and handicappers alike.  Stay alert 
for form-reversals and sudden wake-ups here.   
 
This is one race meet that makes you want to get out of the house, away from the computer, 
forget the stuffy simulcast center and go there live.  At Keeneland you can smell, feel, touch and 
really experience horse racing.  Nothing can beat it. 
 
Let me pass on a few Keeneland tips to all of Ken’s HTR users  
 

a. The top four maiden jockeys of recent times are Robbie Alberado, Jerry Bailey, Pat Day 
and Martin St. Julien.  St. Julien is the most interesting for bettors.  He has 15 wins in his 
last 85 starts and a very positive return with an average win of $21.23. 

 
b. Watch for entrants from the Bernie Flint barn.  Horses shipping from Turfway Park offer 

the best wagering opportunities.  Maiden shippers are always dangerous coming from 
Gulfstream in the spring, but in the fall look at Turfway.  Dallas Stewart is the leading 
maiden shipper winner from Turfway Park. 

 
c. Ken has added the “key” race designation on the TLC now.  The leading trainer of these 

“key” races is also Dallas Stewart, while James Jackson is also a multiple winner. 
 
Good luck everyone, and let us know if you are coming to town.  I have already heard from 
several of our old friends, and we are looking for a good reunion. 
 

Tomcat 
 
Thank you Tom Walters for submitting this article – to contact Tom Walters, email him at  
tomcat62@alltel.net 
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Handicapping and Tournaments 
Orleans Tournament Preparation 

 

The Championship of the Orleans will be held from October 10-13 in Las Vegas.  It is the largest 
handicapping tournament in terms of prize money in the world ($400,000).  More than a dozen HTR 
members will be participating – and our past record in this contest is outstanding - last April we brought 
home more than $100,000 in awards from a similar event.  But the experienced perspective in this article 
goes beyond bragging rights - a study of this contest strategy will be enlightening for every handicapper.   
 
Novice tournament players are often flabbergasted at the seeming incredible luck of the competition to 
score with big longshots time after time and amass huge point totals.  This is analogous to someone 
entering the ring for their first boxing match and complaining that the other guy is punching too hard and 
hurting them!  The competition is fierce at the Orleans and should never be underestimated.  Expect to 
get pounded sometimes.  The story is the same when pick-6 carryovers swell past $100,000 at major 
tracks.  If there is big money on the line, the hardcore gamblers will be getting in the game full bore.  
Make no mistake about the difficulty ahead of you when attempting to compete at the highest levels of 
payoff in horse race betting.  When the money gets big – the serious players get involved.    
 
This last summer at the SunCoast contest (sister property to the Orleans) a 99/1 shot scored during the 
tournament.  Sure the $200+ winner looked hopeless on paper and seemed to have no chance.  This bomb 
came fairly early in the tournament so there was no need for any of the players to be shooting for the 
moon on 100/1 shots at that point.  Besides, these Coast tournaments have a cap of $42 on the win for 
80% of the wager - 20% is paid full track odds – so the points gained in hitting a monster like this is not 
that overwhelming.  Now, knowing all the information above and the room situation, how many of the 
207 players do you think bet that horse in the contest?  We guessed nobody had it because there was none 
of the usual screaming or yelling that accompanies such a humongous winner.  But the next day it was 
revealed that two players did use the horse in the contest – amazing – but hardly surprising.    
 
During the last several months in Southern California there have a dozen or more solo pick-6 winners of 
in excess of a 100-grand.  In other words, they had the single winning ticket and took the whole pot, often 
on a carryover day.  In many of these instances it looked almost impossible that someone could have 
linked together the series of longshots necessary to take the whole enchilada.  How can we compete with 
such timely good fortune that others seem to have over us?     
 
Timing is probably the single most important factor to a handicapper’s success.  In tournaments, the 
players use the phrase “pulling the trigger” to describe it.  With a limited number of contest wagers (12 
per day) it becomes a tricky mental exercise to know when to pass or play.  A winning longshot that was 
passed up can have a devastating psychological impact – particularly if everyone around you is hand 
slapping and hooting after the big one scores!  The $64,000 question is – when can we know that we 
should “pull the trigger”?   
 
The answer lies in understanding what it takes to win in the first place.  We have discussed this several 
times before in this newsletter - the total points necessary to win at the Orleans - it is typically around 
10,000.  Three of us exceeded that magic number last April and still didn’t prevail.  But we will use the 
10,000-point benchmark to illustrate the steep mountain that a player must climb to achieve the big prize 
and how to coordinate the timing necessary to do it. 
 
There are 36 plays allowed per entry over a 3-day period at the Orleans event.  A maximum of 12 plays 
each day per entry.  Each contest wager is really a mythical $100 win bet.  Players can choose horses 
from any of 6 or 7 major tracks.  So there are potentially 55-70 races per day to select from.  The points 
are scored directly on the win price unless it exceeds the $42.  Horses paying more than 20/1 are awarded 
$20 at full track odds and $42 for the other $80 portion of the contest bet.  Turn to page 6 and we’ll 
discuss the mathematics of getting the top prize. 
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Tournaments and Handicapping 
The Mathematics of Winning the Orleans Tournament 

 

Let’s look at some general scenarios to determine what it takes to get a winning total in this contest    
 
Plays   Winners   WinP   Avg Mutuel   Contest-Points 
 

36       36       100%      $05.00         9,000 
36       18        50%      $10.00         9,000 
36       12        33%      $15.00         9,000 
36       09        25%      $20.00         9,000 
36       06        17%      $30.00         9,000 
36       04        11%      $50.00        @9,000 
 
A contest total of 9000 points is excellent, yet it is usually not enough to win it.  Nevertheless, which of 
the above scenarios is the most realistic to attempt?  The first example (100% winners) is obviously 
beyond anyone’s capability.  The next example – 50% winners over a 3-day period with average odds of 
4/1 - unreal.  How about the third setup on the chart - hit 33% with average payoff at $15?  It would be 
extremely difficult – but most of us have had hot streaks at this level of performance – not impossible.  
 
The 4th example matches my situation at the last Orleans.  I had nine winners with an average mutuel in 
the $23 range.  Good enough for 5th place that weekend.  But most tournament champions will succeed 
with something similar to the 6-winner scenario.  It is not beyond any determined (or lucky) handicapper 
to score 5 or 6 wins with horses paying an average of $30 - $40.  Keep in mind that nearly all the top 
point earners will boast of hitting at least one mega winner during the contest – something over 30/1.    
 
An important thing to remember: while it may appear daunting to pull out 5 or 6 winners in the 15/1 to 
20/1 range in 36 tries, it is at least do-able.  The first two examples on the chart are nearly impossible and 
the next two are really a case of a rare hot streak in action.  The chart should give you some pause when 
considering the mathematics of playing horses as a regular bettor too.  Nearly every successful 
horseplayer will have a windfall or hot streak that accounts for the bulk of the profits in a year.  Grinding 
it out with 8/5 shots won’t work at tournaments or in general play - the win% required is just too high. 
 
As a sharp contest player you are always on the lookout for legitimate 6/1 shots that have drifted up to 
13/1 or the $37 winner with an 8/1 ML that was a reasonable contender on paper.  Overlays are infrequent 
but are not that rare and the sharp players are ready to tag them in a contest.  Not an easy chore with so 
much activity and distraction; it is a stressful day to stay focused and be prepared continuously for 
opportunity.  And there stands your answer to the mystery of perfect timing – drop the line in the water 
when the fish are biting.  Be on the lookout for overlooked horses.          
 
Most horses listed on the toteboard at 15/1 or higher are not value plays in terms of their actual chances of 
winning and the majority of ML mistakes are picked up by the public and bet down appropriately.  But 
the public will miss a few, especially when hammering the favorite or if the race has a full field and looks 
very competitive (most of these races will be easily identified with a low Vi rating of 25 or less).  Keep in 
mind the idea of a contending factor from HTR – see pages 7-9 for more information on how to test this. 
 
My best advice for tournaments is the Boy Scout motto Be Prepared.  Circle or highlight horses that have 
contending factors in their favor and are 4/1 to 12/1 on the ML.  Then watch the toteboard carefully for a 
possible drift [up] in odds nearing post time.  When a 6/1 ML with top Fr1 speed is getting away at 14/1 - 
“pull the trigger”.  Win or lose, your timing was excellent.  Someday you will catch several of these in a 
short sequence and take home the big money.   
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Handicapping with HTR 
Where are the Winners – Research Using the HTR2001 Tester 

 
I have added three new percentage outputs to the Test Report  
 

1) *LONGS  
2) *HTRLONGS 
3) *CHALK  

 
These items appear near the bottom of the test output.  They are listed as percentages and are explained in 
detail below.  The purpose is to help you understand the character of the races you are examining.  
Questions: Do longshots win these races often or do the favorites usually prevail?  Can HTR find the 
longshots if indeed they are winning?   Is the hope for a longshot winner futile in this type of race? 
 
All of the data listed in the charts on the next few pages can be processed using the HTR2001 Tester, 
October upgrade.  You can read more about the latest update to the software on page 10.  Let’s take a 
look at these readouts and make sure you are clear on how to utilize them.  First step, of course, is to have 
a plentiful supply of races + results in the test folder.  
 
LONGS = the percentage of horses that paid $15 up from the sample.  Normal = 24%.  When the rate 
rises above 30% winners, you have found a category of races that is consistently producing higher priced 
winners.  That may be a worthwhile piece of information if our software can clue us in to any of them.  
That is why I created the next item……….. 
 
HTRLONGS = the percentage of winners that paid $15 and up that could have been located with one of 
the common HTR2001 readouts.  Normal = 13%.  There are four specific factors that are used to identify 
the longshot as playable from HTR  
 

1) (K)-rating ranked 1-4.  The (K)-1 win 30% but rarely pays more than $15 and is almost always 
one of the favorites.  (K)-2,3,4 will uncover far more longshots, particularly the 3 and 4.  I settled 
on using top-4 because the average field size in North America is about 8.2 horses presently, so 
the (K)-1,2,3,4 represents a reasonable contender push. 

 
2) Ev (Fr1 velocity) rank = 1,2.  Top two Fr1 horses are common sources for longshots as we have 

documented so many times in this newsletter.    
 

3) Lv (Fr2+Fr3 velocity) rank = 1.  Only the top ranked Lv horse was considered. 
 

4) Trainer rating > 350.  Surprisingly, the good trainers do get their share of horses paying $15+. 
 
During a data run, the Tester will examine all winners that paid $15 or more.  If the horse featured any of 
the factors above, it is tallied for the HTRLONGS percentage.  Why did I choose these items and not add 
others?  For example, the horse with the top rated jockey or 1-ranked A/P would seem to be a good play 
at 6/1 or more on the toteboard.  True, but 98% of the winners in those categories were already located by 
one of the other choices above.  So it wasn’t necessary to include each and every top rated item from 
HTR in order to conclude that we could have spotted the horse as an overlay or playable longshot.  I will 
clarify exactly how to utilize the HTRLONGS readout on pages 8-9. 
 
CHALK = the percentage of winners that paid less than $9 to win ($8.90 maximum or 3/1 odds).  Normal 
rate for North American races = 55%.  When this one reaches beyond 66% you are in chalk-heaven or 
chalk-hell depending on your point of view!  Obviously a high percentage CHALK will reciprocate in a 
low rate for the longshot percentages discussed above.  There is no need to have an HTRCHALK readout 
– almost all of these low-priced winners (sans a few FTS or foreign imports) will be a standout on one or 
more of the HTR factors, particularly the (K) rating.   
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Handicapping w/ HTR 
Where are the Winners – Research Using the HTR2001 Tester…. continued 

 
Now let’s peruse a few genuine data samples using these new test readouts.  The data I tested below is 
actual and is part of my research for the upcoming Orleans tournament and to make a serious run at the 
Santa Anita Oak Tree meet.  We are looking for extremes outside the normal range to help us find a 
tendency for longshots or favorites to produce regularly.  If the CHALK are taking most of the races, that 
is important news for p-3,4,6 players needing a single or double on their ticket. 
 
Below is a sample from SA with commentary.  On page-9 you’ll find more statistics. 
 
Track   Dist       RaceType               Longs   HTRLONGS   CHALK 
 

SA     Dt 6-9f   Msw 3up               19%      08%      62% 
SA     Dt 6-9f   Mcl 3up               25%      10%      52% 
SA     Tf 6.5f   All                   32%      20%      44% 
SA     Dt 6-9f   Non-mdn Vi 10-25      31%      16%      38% 
 
 
The first test above looked at straight (non-claiming) maidens (Msw) at Santa Anita - races run at 6-9 
furlongs on fast dirt.  It is obvious that the favorites win a substantial number of these events based on the 
CHALK rating = 62%.  That is much better than normal (55%).  The LONGS percentage is below normal 
at 19%.  So these are not especially good races for longshot hunters.  How about that miserable 8% on the 
HTRLONGS - can you read between the lines on this?  Why is HTR not able to identify more of these 
Msw price plays?  The answer could be that first time starters who win and pay over $15 are tough to 
locate with the limited information we have on them.    
 
The second test examined the maiden claimers, using the same distances at the first test.  The maiden 
claimers fall right into the normal range for both LONGS and CHALK.  Yet HTR has trouble finding most 
of the longshots and can account for just 10 of 25.  Again, first time starters may be part of the problem.  
But in this category, droppers from the Msw that look terrible on paper will often pop up as well.  In any 
maiden race, unexpected form-reversal is possible with young inexperienced horses and that’s tough for a 
computer program to assess.    
 
The third test is delight for tournament and longshot players.  Low win rate for the CHALK and plenty of 
longshots in these 6.5f downhill grass sprints at SA.  About 2/3 of the longshots can be identified with 
HTR and that is an excellent ratio.  These races are wide open and the favorites are a very poor gamble.  
Spread deeply if playing the pick-3,4,6 exotics, wild finishes are common.    
 
The 4th test shown uses the Vi as the primary criteria.  I tested non-maidens at any distance/surface if the 
Vi was less than 26.  In these races, as expected with low Vi, the favorites really take a beating.  Just 38% 
of the winners pay under $9.  That means 62% of the winners are paying better than $9 and that is good 
news for price players.  Remember, normal for CHALK = 55%.    
 
Studying all other data on the Tester output can help a great deal.  For example, with the Msw group at 
SA, the (K) rating top-2 won nearly 60% of the races with strong ROI.  The Pscan-1 showed a flat bet 
profit by itself in those races.  When I encounter these Msw at Santa Anita I’ll remember that they are 
typically won by horses with solid credentials.  Longshots are not worth gambling on for the most part.   
 
The four sample tests are just the tip of the iceberg for my research prior to the upcoming Orleans 
tournament.  For sure though, I’ll be waiting for 6.5T sprints at SA along with any non-maiden race with 
a low Vi.  Those look like good places to find an overlay longshot.  Conversely, I will probably pass all 
Msw races at SA as it is appears tougher to find confident price plays.  Maiden claimers are a toss up, 
they seem to have a fair share of longshots, but it may be tough to find a price standout among a large 
field of unknown runners.  Page-9 has further research at tournament tracks that I have been studying.       
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Handicapping w/ HTR 
Where are the Winners – Research Using the HTR2001 Tester…. continued 

 

Below are charts with data from three current major tracks and class types that I found interesting.  I’ll 
follow up with some analysis at the bottom of the page.  Any category tested below has at least 100 
sample races over the last 2-years.  You will notice that I group the categories differently according to the 
need for a higher sample size.  Keeneland (@ 60 race-days per year), for example, requires more generic 
groupings than Santa Anita (@120 race days per year). 
 
Track   Dist        RaceType               Longs   HTRLONGS    CHALK 
 

SA     TF Route   ALL                   27%      19%      51% 
SA     Dt Sprint  3up Male Clm          20%      09%      57% 
SA     Dt Route   3up Male Clm          23%      15%      54% 
SA     Dt Sprint  3up Female Clm        24%      16%      43% 
SA     Dt Route   3up Female Clm        08%      06%      71% 
SA     Dt 6-9f    3up Alw/Stake         27%      15%      55% 
SA     Dt 6-9f    2yr Alw/Stake         37%      26%      47% 
 
Track    Dist        RaceType               Longs   HTRLONGS    CHALK 
 

KEE     TF Route   ALL                   20%      09%      53% 
KEE     Dt Sprint  3up Non-Maidens       23%      16%      60% 
KEE     Dt Route   3up Non-Maidens       25%      12%      61% 
KEE     Dt Sprint  3up Maidens           24%      16%      43% 
KEE     Dt 6-9f    Non-Mdn Vi 10-29      41%      22%      33% 
 
Track    Dist        RaceType               Longs   HTRLONGS   CHALK 
 

BEL     TF Route   3up Alw/Stk           23%      13%     55% 
BEL     TF Route   3up Msw               30%      14%     51% 
BEL     Dt Sprint  3up Non-Maiden        20%      12%     58% 
BEL     Dt Route   3up Non-Maiden        15%      08%     60% 
BEL     Dt Sprint  3up Msw               21%      07%     61% 
BEL     Dt 6-9f    Non-Mdn Vi 10-25      27%      15%     40% 
 
Belmont and Saratoga are glorious tracks for research in the 3up categories.  These are the only two 
locations in North America that don’t run cheap maiden claimers or cheap claimers of any type.  You may 
group the “maiden” and “non-maiden” categories for dirt races with high confidence as there are no 
cheapies to drag down the data.  At KEE and SA I prefer to separate the claimers from the higher-class 
runners, but in some cases they have to be grouped to get a good sample.  Grass races at the top tracks are 
dominated by the classiest runners on the grounds - it is no problem to put them all in one category. 
 
The Vi has a great deal of merit when the number drops below 30 or even 25.  Notice the weakness in the 
CHALK category at all three tracks when the Vi is set to a low range.  If the percentage of winners that 
pay less than $9 drops below 40%, you have a ripe situation for beating the favorites and finding a 
double-digit winner.  Remember the LONGS categories only deal with winners above $15.  If you are 
searching for longshots or attending tournaments where longshots are necessary to win, be sure to 
research the Vi with the tester before you go and find out the tracks and situations where longshots are 
most likely to prosper. 
 
The HTRLONGS can be considered strong when it rises above 15% or so.  Remember what was related 
about winning at the Orleans  you need 6 winners in 36 tries (16.7%) with an average mutuel of about 
$30 to get a major prize winning total of 9000 points or more.  Does the average HTRLONGS winner pay 
$30?  No more like $21 is the median.  But it only takes one bombshell winner to raise that average in a 
short cycle.    
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Software Upgrade 
HTR2001 Update and Export Enhancement 

 

This month’s major additions are in the export feature.  If you download the charts for all your races 
(along with the result files) the HX4 will now contain some new items for research.  You can view the 
track list box in HTR2001 to determine if your Racefiles have results + charts available as they will be 
marked with {**} double star.  Below are the new fields added to HX4.  All these items pertain to the 
race being exported – don’t confuse these new fields with past-performance data, these are the results 
extracted from the chart for the current race only.      
 
• Final post-time odds.   
• Beaten lengths at the 2f and 4f calls and finish. 
• Actual finish position for every horse (original finish if DQ took place). 
 
Be sure to read the updated HX4.TXT information for the file specifications and field locations. 
 
Exporting with the charts may be a bit slower than normal operation on some older computers.  If you 
don’t need the data from the charts - check off the box that is labeled “use chart data” before running your 
export.  Modern computers running Windows with fast hard drives and lots of RAM will not even notice 
the extra burden of the charts.  I exported 10,000 races with the charts and it took only a minute or two 
longer than without them.        
 
There are many interesting queries you can run with these new data fields from the charts.  I like to test 
items such as Fr1 and the (*)-leader to find the actual percentage of these horses that make the lead at the 
first call.  For less-experienced Access users, below is an example of a down and dirty method to find out 
what percentage of the top Fr1 horses are actually getting the lead  
 
To run this query, you will need races/results/charts for the sample.   
 
Test a sample for nFr1 = 1 with no stipulations.  You’ll naturally get about one play per race – ties are 
rare.  The important thing is to count the number of plays with Fr1 = 1 with whatever track or class/dist 
parameters you are using.  Next query nABL1 = 0 AND nFr1 = 1 together and get a new count.  
Compare the number in the 2nd query with the first to determine the percentage of time these Fr1 horses 
actually make the lead.  The nABL1is the data field designated for beaten lengths at the 2-furlong mark.  
If nABL1 = 0 then the horse was on the lead in the exported race.    
 
Another test you could run would clue in post-time odds.  Set the nAODD >= 6 (horses that went off at 
6/1 or more) and test various factors for longshot hit rate.  Or do the opposite and try nAODD < 2 to 
locate spot plays for favorites and bet downs.  Use the nMLO and nAODD together to determine horses 
that were bet downs and wagered to half their morning line.  With a little creativity, you can use the odds 
data to assess any type of betting parameter that may produce profit.  You can then set a minimum before 
making a real wager to insure a positive return.   
 

Other HTR2001 Additions   
 

The Tester additions are discussed in detail on pages 7-9.  The three new readouts appear at the bottom of 
the test report.  I also fixed a bad bug in the Velocity-Plus full card print.  Fixed a few other bugs and 
added an item here or there including a repair of the little HX6 export for spreadsheet users.  No major 
enhancements were done to the handicapping screens this time.  
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Sad News 
George Bloomfield  1940-2002 

 

One of our favorite people and a superb handicapper, George Bloomfield, passed away in September.  He 
had been a member of HTR for many years.  George was a valuable contributor to our message board - 
regularly sharing his insights and the ups and downs he experienced as a horseplayer.  He is survived by 
wife Janet (read her message below) who shared the enjoyment and challenge of handicapping 
thoroughbreds with her husband.     
 
George was a highly educated systems analyst and computer programmer and had taught college classes 
in that field.  He brought a strong analytical background to his handicapping and found a good home with 
HTR and all those velocity numbers.  George kept me on my toes and I could not get away with anything 
sloppy in my software.  He was a tireless researcher and really fell in love with those Fr1 bombshells.  He 
liked to jump on the message board when he scored with a juicy longshot winner – those were very 
satisfying for him – the ability to predict an outcome that seemed impossible to others.  His favorite 
longshot play was using the old Trainer (TRN) rating in HTR-DOS.      
 
Don Nadermann ordered a large horseshoe wreath to be displayed at George’s funeral.  It was a fitting 
sendoff for a fellow horseplayer from his friends at HTR.  Janet sent a photo of the wreath to Rick and we 
hope he can display the picture on our website.  Thank you to all that contributed.  Janet was very 
appreciative of our contributions and the kind messages for George on our board.  Please read her 
personal message to us below. 
 

I wish to thank all of you for your sincere thoughts and prayers.  This was such a great 
shock and totally unexpected.  He had not been sick, just started like the flu on Tuesday but 
got worse on Wednesday and would not let me take to the hospital or anything.  By 
Thursday AM his breathing was so labored and shallow, in a matter of two to three minutes 
when I realized what was happening it was too late.  I believe he died with congestive 
failure but the death certificate stated Asystolic Cardiac Arrest.  

I know you will miss his humor and sometimes his little digs, but think how many winners 
he is getting now!  He had made friends coast to coast, some I know and some I don't, but 
the ones I met are great and specially the ones at HTR.  I thank you much for letting me 
play in that tournament I had a ball.  George only printed the sheets for me and I picked 
my own horses, but I guess you all figured that out based on the outcome.  He was really 
looking forward to the survivor tournament and so was I.  The horseshoe (wreath) was 
beautiful and I will send Rick a picture and maybe he can post it on the board somehow.  At 
the service I read some of the things you wonderful people had to say about him I sure 
hope you didn't mind. 

I will soon be closing out his (HTR) account probably at the end of the month, but I wanted 
to let you know you are a wonderful bunch of people and it is a pleasure to know to you.  I 
will also miss the wonderful time we had in Vegas, but I have my memories from this year.  
As a last thought a special thanks to Donnie for his hospitality this past summer and putting 
the memorial together.  Great job.  

Janet Bloomfield 
 
Final note:  much appreciation is due to Wes Burquest for reporting the news on George’s death to us so 
quickly.  He took on the difficult task of calling the family for details on the funeral and burial 
arrangements.  Wes and George had become good friends and communicated often.  He was very grateful 
to George for sharing his knowledge and wisdom.  We will all miss him -- may he rest in peace – unless 
they have handicapping tournaments in heaven – in which case he’ll be busy.    
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Late News – HTR People in the News 
 

Congratulations to Bob Ramos from Chicago.  He finished 3rd in the Arlington Park NTRA 
qualifier, won $1500 and becomes the 4th member from HTR going to the January 
championship!  The rest of us still have a little time left to get to get qualified, keep yours eyes 
open for opportunities.   
 
A nice pat on the back for Ken Busch, he won our Fairplex on-line Showdown tournament and a 
check for $150.  It took the Montana man just 7-days to dispose of the competition – now he has 
a little tackle box money for that first autumn fishing trip. 
 
Looking forward to seeing many of you at the Orleans on October 10.  I will be away from the 
office until October 14.  Contact Rick Bush on our web site if you have any immediate problems 
with the software or download.  Rick is always available to answer HTR export and Access 
technical questions as well as general issues with the software or download. 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
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Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 
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placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
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